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Abstract. The study was designed to examine the effects of some government 
policies on the operations and activities of these independent marketers. The work 
touched on the effects of petroleum on the country’s economy, describing how 
distribution and marketing of petroleum products are done and the activities of 
these independent marketers. 

Questionnaires were distributed to 40 out of 61 independent marketers within and 
around Port Harcourt. Interview sessions were held with some managers of the 
outlets and some executives of NNPC and DPR. Data were analyzed using simple 
percentage and Chi square statistical tools. 

From the finding of the research carried out, we were able to determine the 
inadequacy of the profit margin for these marketers per litre for PMS and some 
other petroleum products. The introduction of independent marketers into the 
business has immensely improved the government effort for the distribution and 
marketing of petroleum products although they were affected by some problems. 

We therefore recommended that government should reconsider some policies to 
reduce the effect on the independent marketers, for example, the cash and carry or 
deposit-before-lifting-of-products adopted at the refinery and loading depots 
which has greatly slowed down business for the marketers. And also the pre-
qualification guidelines before approval is granted to a marketer is seen as 
cumbersome and a bane of the business. 

I.  INTRODUCTION 
It is ironical to note that Nigeria, one of the world’s highest producer and 
exporter of crude oil and its products, is constantly experiencing scarcity of 
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petroleum products, characterized by long queues at filling stations. 
Petroleum, usually referred to as the Black Gold, is Nigeria’s major source of 
revenue since the liquid mineral was first struck in commercial quantity in 
Oloibiri, Rivers State in 1956, by Shell-BP. The first major fuel scarcity 
experienced in the country in the 1970s made the Federal Government, who 
was then the sole marketer of crude oil, to invite and come into contractual 
agreement with oil marketing companies (major marketers) so as to meet the 
increasing demands of the populace. 

 Even with the introduction of these major marketers who have retailing 
outlets spread all over the country, Nigeria still faces the ugly situation of 
scarcity. It prompted the government in 1979 to look inwards and 
promulgate a decree, introducing indigenous (independent marketers) 
companies so as to break the monopoly enjoyed by the major marketers and 
meet up the marketing and distribution of petroleum products. As a result of 
the importance of the oil industry to the national economy, the government 
has over the years promulgated decrees and laws regulating the exploration, 
exploitation, refining, marketing and distribution of petroleum and its 
products. These decrees and laws also state the social responsibilities of oil 
producing and servicing companies, penalties and sanctions in the event of 
sabotage, hoarding, illegal bunkering and smuggling of crude oil and its 
products by companies, group of persons and individuals. 

 As these laws become pervasive and the relevant government agencies 
continue to assume dominant positions, it is imperative that both major and 
independent marketers and other principal actors in the oil industry be 
acquainted and made to understand the scope, purpose and effects of these 
laws and decrees the issues arising there from. 

 The NNPC has, therefore, since 1977, continued to implement the 
Federal Government’s Policy on Petroleum “by the effective and active 
control (through participation interest acquired in existing oil companies and 
supervision) of their operations. Within its relative short history, it has grown 
to become a fully integrated oil company. It is now involved in all aspects of 
the oil industry — exploration and production, marketing and distribution of 
crude oil and refined products, refining, transportation by pipeline and ocean 
vessels, gas production and petrochemicals” (NNPC, 1994). From a very 
centralized structure, the NNPC has continued to evolve new organizational 
structures with a view to running its business much more effectively and 
efficiently. Today, the NNPC comprises of six directorates and eleven 
subsidiary companies charged with the execution of the Corporation’s 
business. 
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II.  INDEPENDENT MARKETERS 
The Independent Marketer Programme was a result of the petroleum 
products shortage of the 1970s which was partly attributed to lack of 
sufficient investment by the major oil marketing companies in petroleum 
retailing outlets, especially in the rural and more distant areas of the country. 

 Consequently, in 1979, the indigenous independent marketers scheme 
was established to increase the number of outlets, particularly in the rural 
areas and to permit the direct participation of Nigerians in the petroleum 
marketing and distribution business (Medo, 1996). 

 As a date a total of 1,490 independent marketers spread all over the 
country are registered with the PPMC to lift products from all the depots. 
These independent marketers own less than 100 outlets as compared with 
their major marketers that own more than 100 outlets. In Rivers State, there 
are currently 61 independent marketers that lift petroleum products from the 
Port Harcourt Refinery and depot. 

 Byrne (1980) said, “until recently, the prime function of the 
independents was as price-cuts, providing a competitive spur to the market, 
while Gauntlet (1978) feels acting as a market balance the independent’s 
therefore carrying out the classic function of a wholesaler/retailer divorced 
from the means of production but controlling a market share whose influence 
can far exceed its apparent size.” He continued that some people think the 
independents provide the catalyst for competition and that without them the 
market would be decidedly more subject to manipulation and less 
competitive. 

 He concluded that the independents could be a vital ‘release’ valve for 
the oil market and support for the right of the customer to real choice attempt 
the similar. Simply, by existing within the market without financial or 
legislative assistance from government, the independent is helping to create 
wealth and employment and provide service in its widest meaning. This 
includes responsibility for increasing areas of the market from which the 
major choose to withdraw. They all obtain supply of petroleum products 
from the NNPC depots all around the country. Their function included the 
provision of petroleum products to meet the ever-increasing demand, to 
reach to the rural communities not easily reached by the major marketers and 
most importantly to serve as a competitor to break the monopoly of the more 
financially stable major marketers and provide consumers a wide choice. 
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III.  PETROLEUM PRODUCTS DEMAND/SUPPLY 
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VI.  METHODOLOGY 
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has provided avenue for competition between the major marketers on the one 
hand and independent marketers on the other hand. This competition, 
therefore, gave rise to increase in the number of outlets owned by the 
marketers who further enhanced the distribution of the product to meet the 
ever-increasing demand by the populace. 

 From this study, it can also be concluded that the appointment of 
independent marketers by the Government is a right move in the right 
direction. These marketers have been able to capture some percentage of the 
market share of the business mainly in the distribution of PMS (Petrol) and 
HHK (Kerosene) in the rural and riverine areas, which had been neglected by 
major marketers. Though the scarcity of petroleum products is still 
experienced in the country, the blame inclines more to NNPC and PPMC, 
but this did not completely exonerate the marketers who are accused of 
product adulteration, diversion, hoarding and smuggling across the country’s 
boarder for higher profits. Independent marketers though more in number 
than their major counterparts generally have outlets with low storage 
capacity. This was due to the high amount required for the construction of 
storage tanks with larger capacities, coupled with the high cost for acquiring 
and maintenance of pumps and staff at their various outlets. This high sum of 
money required to start off the business has resulted to the low participation 
into the business by private individuals. 

 The non-supply of petroleum products to both major and independent 
marketers by NNPC/PPMC at the refinery/depot partly accounts for the 
scarcity of these products. Most marketers complained of the long protocols 
encountered at the Port Harcourt Refinery and depot is near frustrating. The 
NNPC and PPMC on their own part passed the buck partly to the incessant 
irregular supply of electricity from NEPA for the operation of their 
machines; also forwarded by NNPC and PPMC is the lack of constant 
maintenance of the refinery and depot equipment. 

 Most major marketers and a few independent marketers are allowed to 
lift petroleum products as requested but majority of independent marketers 
are of the opinion that the business is not made as free as the investors would 
wish to participate due to the restriction on the number of lorry/taner or litres 
of petroleum product a marketer is allowed to lift at the refinery or depot. On 
the terms of payment at the refinery or depot only a small percentage of 
independent marketers are granted credit facilities after lifting their 
consignments but majority are made to pay cash before they are given their 
products. The researcher gathered from interview sessions conducted that 
this mode of cash payment was adopted due to the abuse of the credit facility 
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granted to all class of marketers, but some of them (marketers) most times 
default in payment, which resulted to NNPC/PPMC writing them off as bad 
debt. 

 The payment by cash is normally through bank draft or personal cheques 
to NNPC while those that are granted the credit facilities are given thirty 
days to pay up. This system of cash and carry payment has severely affected 
these marketers, coupled with the present economic conditions in the country 
which was not helped matters, it can be attributed to the cause of the low 
percentage of interested indigenous entrepreneurs into the business. 

 Majority of the independent and major marketers is of the opinion that 
the amount (N 1.30 K) set aside by government as their margin per litre of 
PMS, is grossly inadequate. They, therefore, would want an upward review 
of their profit margin. This can be achieved by increasing the present pump 
price of these products and this will likely attract investors into the business. 
(Just at the completion of this study pump price of petroleum has been 
increased to N 20 per litre, we can now wait for the desired effect.) On 
various laws, decrees and policies promulgated by government and/or its 
agencies on the distribution and marketing petroleum products, most 
marketers see the guidelines and/or pre-qualification requirements of NNPC, 
DPR and PPMC as bottlenecks for marketers to satisfy. They complained of 
red-tapeism or long protocols attached to these pre-requisites and the luke-
worm attitudes of the staff of these establishments towards marketers is not 
encouraging to a new or prospective entrant into the business. These laws, 
the marketers want the government agencies to review them so that it can 
make them not too rich Nigerians to invent in the business and also to 
enhance the smooth operation of their activities. 

X.  RECOMMENDATIONS 
The following recommendations are therefore put forward which is hoped 
would be very useful to the government and its agencies like NNPC, DPR, 
PPMC, etc. the marketers and the public in general for the constant supply of 
petroleum products in the country. 

GOVERNMENT 
(a) Due to the difficulties encountered by marketers in their bid to obtain 

license for the marketing of petroleum products some of the guidelines, 
pre-qualification requirements and protocols should be scraped to create 
easy entrance into the business. 
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(b) The government should enforce the ban of roadside sales of products by 
authorized dealers. 

(c) Increase efforts of task forces monitoring the sales and distribution of 
petroleum products to curb the constant fuel shortages and diversions. 

(d) Funds should be made available for expansion and increase working 
capacities of all four refineries in the country. 

(e) The turn-around maintenance of the refineries should not all be taken at 
the same time but one after the other. 

NNPC, PPMC AND DEPOTS 
(a) The distribution of petroleum products should be closely monitored by 

the appropriate agency to avoid sabotage, smuggling, diversion and 
adulteration. 

(b) Marketers should be given free hand to lift as many trucks as they are 
capable to lift, provided they meet their financial obligations. 

(c) Credit facility can be encouraged pegging an upper limit, which if not 
cleared within the stipulated time frame, further credit will not be given 
to the marketer. 

(d) The capacity of product tanks at the depots should be increased to cope 
with the increasing demand of the public. 

(e) Generator and modern equipment that is relevant to such a depot should 
be installed to enhance the distribution of products to marketers. 

(f) Staff of the depot be made to run shift duty so as to provide 24 hours 
service at these depots. 

MARKETERS 
(a) Marketers and their staff should endeavour to avoid the temptation of 

high profit by diversion of products and selling above the stipulated 
pump price as given by the government. 

(b) To ensure an increase in their business is to increase their profit. This 
can be achieved by forming a strong union that can agitate that per litre 
margin for marketers be reviewed upward. 

(c) Provide generator which will supply constant electricity for their outlets 
and for those that can increase their outlet storage capacity. 
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